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TThe Bhe Bear _ear _
Lot of people call Paddy The Bear Lot of people call Paddy The Bear 
because he can get real grumpy because he can get real grumpy 
sometimes _ Paddy hails from sometimes _ Paddy hails from 

Wyoming and heads up the Kona Wyoming and heads up the Kona 
Design Clump because no one else Design Clump because no one else 

wants to do it and hewants to do it and heÕÕs real good at it s real good at it 
_ Paddy is a damn fine bike handler _ Paddy is a damn fine bike handler 

whowhoÕÕs raced a lot of downhill _ When s raced a lot of downhill _ When 
he rode the track people knew to stay he rode the track people knew to stay 
out of his way in the miss and out _ out of his way in the miss and out _ 
hell of a motocross rider too _ never hell of a motocross rider too _ never 
seen anyone who can eat as much seen anyone who can eat as much 

salted licorice as The Bear _ his salted licorice as The Bear _ his 
favorite trail is Devil Cross on favorite trail is Devil Cross on 

Galbraith Mountain _Galbraith Mountain _

TThe Dirhe Dirty Dr _ty Dr _
Well you can call him Dewey or Dr. Well you can call him Dewey or Dr. 

Dew _ he's the guy who figures out all Dew _ he's the guy who figures out all 
the technical drawings from the the technical drawings from the 

sketches and thoughts that Paddy, sketches and thoughts that Paddy, 
Jake & DJ dump on him _ Dew was Jake & DJ dump on him _ Dew was 
real good at math in school, when it real good at math in school, when it 

came time to start drafting on a came time to start drafting on a 
computer about 10 years ago, he computer about 10 years ago, he 
taught himself how to run a CAD taught himself how to run a CAD 

drafting program on his own _ there drafting program on his own _ there 
probably isnprobably isnÕÕt anything that Dewey t anything that Dewey 

cancanÕÕt ride... water skis, tele skis, t ride... water skis, tele skis, 
skateboard, the other day he came in skateboard, the other day he came in 

carrying an old woody ski with a carrying an old woody ski with a 
couple of skate trucks mounted and couple of skate trucks mounted and 

started ridinstarted ridinââ it around the  it around the 
neighborhood _ whooee that was a neighborhood _ whooee that was a 

sight when Dewey cruised down Main sight when Dewey cruised down Main 
on the longboard wearing that funky on the longboard wearing that funky 
brown coat he found in a dumpster brown coat he found in a dumpster 

over top of his shorts, gumboots and a over top of his shorts, gumboots and a 
3 color beanie _ his favorite trail is 3 color beanie _ his favorite trail is 

Smoke's on Seymour _Smoke's on Seymour _

His dad callHis dad calls him Jack _s him Jack _
ClayClayÕÕs a homeboy, grew up in Bs a homeboy, grew up in BÕÕham, Washington ham, Washington 

riding BMX dirt & track all day long _ well he grew up riding BMX dirt & track all day long _ well he grew up 
smart got a degree in science & technology at the U smart got a degree in science & technology at the U 

and learned a lot of really cool stuff _ like stress and learned a lot of really cool stuff _ like stress 
corrosion occurs by galvanic action _ which led to a corrosion occurs by galvanic action _ which led to a 
dream job straight outa college designing lotsa cool dream job straight outa college designing lotsa cool 

BMX frames BMX frames ÔÔn parts _ Clayn parts _ ClayÕÕs stuff is all over the Kona s stuff is all over the Kona 
BMX bikes and sneakinBMX bikes and sneakinÕÕ into the rest of the bikes too  into the rest of the bikes too 

_ didja notice his cromoly bulge crank on the Stab _ didja notice his cromoly bulge crank on the Stab 
Primo _ his favorite trail is Double Black Diamond  on Primo _ his favorite trail is Double Black Diamond  on 

Chuckanut Mountain _ Chuckanut Mountain _ 

The Bear _
Lot of people call Paddy The Bear 
because he can get real grumpy 
sometimes _ Paddy hails from 

Wyoming and heads up the Kona 
Design Clump because no one else 

wants to do it and heÕs real good at it 
_ Paddy is a damn fine bike handler 

whoÕs raced a lot of downhill _ When 
he rode the track people knew to stay 
out of his way in the miss and out _ 
hell of a motocross rider too _ never 
seen anyone who can eat as much 

salted licorice as The Bear _ his 
favorite trail is Devil Cross on 

Galbraith Mountain _

The Dirty Dr _
Well you can call him Dewey or Dr. 

Dew _ he's the guy who figures out all 
the technical drawings from the 

sketches and thoughts that Paddy, 
Jake & DJ dump on him _ Dew was 
real good at math in school, when it 

came time to start drafting on a 
computer about 10 years ago, he 
taught himself how to run a CAD 

drafting program on his own _ there 
probably isnÕt anything that Dewey 

canÕt ride... water skis, tele skis, 
skateboard, the other day he came in 

carrying an old woody ski with a 
couple of skate trucks mounted and 

started ridinâ it around the 
neighborhood _ whooee that was a 

sight when Dewey cruised down Main 
on the longboard wearing that funky 
brown coat he found in a dumpster 

over top of his shorts, gumboots and a 
3 color beanie _ his favorite trail is 

Smoke's on Seymour _

His dad calls him Jack _
ClayÕs a homeboy, grew up in BÕham, Washington 

riding BMX dirt & track all day long _ well he grew up 
smart got a degree in science & technology at the U 

and learned a lot of really cool stuff _ like stress 
corrosion occurs by galvanic action _ which led to a 
dream job straight outa college designing lotsa cool 

BMX frames Ôn parts _ ClayÕs stuff is all over the Kona 
BMX bikes and sneakinÕ into the rest of the bikes too 

_ didja notice his cromoly bulge crank on the Stab 
Primo _ his favorite trail is Double Black Diamond  on 

Chuckanut Mountain _ Jo
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Kona design team _
During the last couple of years, the fascina-
tion and enthusiasm for the New School of
off-road riding has exploded _ It started out
of our home trails on the North Shore
Mountains of BC _ Many companies have
tried to associate themselves with this
hotbed of Out of Bounds riding, some have
even ventured to register the name as a
trademark in hopes that it would make
them appear to be in touch with the new
breed _ Fact is, Kona people have been rid-
ing the North Shore trails for the past 20
years and using it as the bottom line test
for reliability since we started making bikes
in 1988 _ These days weÕre being praised
for carefully building strong and durable
machines with a balanced ride when before,
the same bikes were just considered heavy
by the skeptics _ Thing is, the new breed of
riders have raised the bar for bike perfor-
mance and weÕve always believed in being
right there with them _ Now you might
wonder what this Kona Clump thing is all
about and think weÕve just moved off in a
weird tangent _ What weÕve always liked to
keep in mind is that while you need to
understand the science and technology
behind the design and materials, itÕs even
more important to keep in touch with the
organic nature of just plain riding _ There
has never been an inventor who can come
up with a concept and turn it into the great-
est bike since the wheel was invented _ The
Kona way is to use the whole Clump of peo-
ple that work here to really understand what
works and why it works _ To put the pieces
together we have the Kona Design Team and
this is who they are _

A Clump of BikesA Clump of BikesA Clump of Bikes



KK-Nine is K-Nine is Konaona’’s grs group of toup of technical echnical 
clotclothing, prhing, prototecectitivve we wear, packear, packs & bs & bags _ ags _ 

WWe be belieelievve te thhaat bikt bike clote clothing & gear hing & gear 
shoulshould bd be cone considersidered aed as funcs functional tional 

eqequipmenuipmentt, not fa, not fashion acceshion accessorssorieies. Our s. Our 
mission is tmission is to  deo  design, design, devvelop, telop, teest and st and 
makmake Ke K-Nine H-Nine Hararddwwear in same wear in same way tay thhaat t 

wwe make make our bike our bikees s 
www.konaworld.com/knine.htmlwww.konaworld.com/knine.html
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4 4 –– B Bar Linkar Linkage Rage Rear Suspenear Suspensionsion
4 links for high torsional rigidity and longer 4 links for high torsional rigidity and longer 

bearing/bushing life _ Shock function is affected bearing/bushing life _ Shock function is affected 
by weight, force and gravity - not by pedalling by weight, force and gravity - not by pedalling 

forces _ With homework and testing it was evident forces _ With homework and testing it was evident 
the 4-Bar concept was the way to deliver a truly the 4-Bar concept was the way to deliver a truly 

balanced & efficient ride _ By continuously balanced & efficient ride _ By continuously 
refining testing and adapting 4-Bar, we're refining testing and adapting 4-Bar, we're 

able to use this proven design as the able to use this proven design as the 
basis for Kona Cross-Country, basis for Kona Cross-Country, 

Downhill, Dual Slalom and Out of Downhill, Dual Slalom and Out of 
Bounds machines _Bounds machines _

Sloping TSloping Top Top Tububee
The essential element of Kona frame design  _ Tighter rearThe essential element of Kona frame design  _ Tighter rear

triangle = better acceleration _ Superior main frame modulation _ Stonger head triangle = better acceleration _ Superior main frame modulation _ Stonger head 
tube area _ More standover clearance and maneuverability _ It's why the Kona tube area _ More standover clearance and maneuverability _ It's why the Kona 

ride is recognized as the most balanced & efficient ride in the business _ 13 ride is recognized as the most balanced & efficient ride in the business _ 13 
years later, the design we pioneered is now the standard  for almost every years later, the design we pioneered is now the standard  for almost every 

mountain bike made _mountain bike made _

Disc BrDisc Brakake Moune Mountt
Discs run vastly higher forces on a Discs run vastly higher forces on a 

frame compared to a rim brake _ Kona frame compared to a rim brake _ Kona 
disc tabs are integrated in the forged disc tabs are integrated in the forged 

dropout not added on as a useless dropout not added on as a useless 
sales feature _ Any Kona with a disc sales feature _ Any Kona with a disc 

tab has a reinforced chainstay - tab has a reinforced chainstay - 
standard stays cannot handle the standard stays cannot handle the 
increased force of a disc brake _increased force of a disc brake _

RReinfeinfororced ced 
Head THead Tububee

Kona sloping top tube Kona sloping top tube 
allows a longer head tube _ allows a longer head tube _ 

Distributes fork load over a Distributes fork load over a 
greater area _ Fork, headset greater area _ Fork, headset 

and frame maintain strength and frame maintain strength 
and integrity _ Long travel and integrity _ Long travel 

suspension forks ramp up that suspension forks ramp up that 
load so Kona headtubes have an load so Kona headtubes have an 

expensive CNC machined reinforced expensive CNC machined reinforced 
area both top and bottom _area both top and bottom _

ColCold-Fd-Fororged Yokged Yokees, Drs, Dropoutopouts s 
& R& Rockocker Arer Armsms

They add strength and durability to combat They add strength and durability to combat 
the powerful forces exerted on the rear the powerful forces exerted on the rear 

suspension system _Torsional ridigity is suspension system _Torsional ridigity is 
considerably superior as a result and critical to considerably superior as a result and critical to 

the efficient use of rear suspension _the efficient use of rear suspension _

MetMetal Specificaal Specificationtionss
Our frames may be copied but that's not the whole story _ The Kona ride is set aOur frames may be copied but that's not the whole story _ The Kona ride is set apart by the part by the 
design and the careful choice of frame materials and specifications to match thedesign and the careful choice of frame materials and specifications to match the intended use of  intended use of 
the bike _ It's not enough to buy steel, aluminum or titanium from a catalog _ Tthe bike _ It's not enough to buy steel, aluminum or titanium from a catalog _ The process in he process in 
creating a great ride relies on intelligent selection of materials, alloy, the lcreating a great ride relies on intelligent selection of materials, alloy, the location and type of ocation and type of 
taper and butting _ Followed by intensive machine and road testing by the Kona Ctaper and butting _ Followed by intensive machine and road testing by the Kona Clump before we lump before we 
start making anything _ See the 20start making anything _ See the 2001 Kona Technical Information booklet if you want to know 01 Kona Technical Information booklet if you want to know 
everything _ everything _ www.konaworld.com/2001techarea.htmlwww.konaworld.com/2001techarea.html










4 – Bar Linkage Rear Suspension
4 links for high torsional rigidity and longer 

bearing/bushing life _ Shock function is affected 
by weight, force and gravity - not by pedalling 

forces _ With homework and testing it was evident 
the 4-Bar concept was the way to deliver a truly 

balanced & efficient ride _ By continuously 
refining testing and adapting 4-Bar, we're 

able to use this proven design as the 
basis for Kona Cross-Country, 

Downhill, Dual Slalom and Out of 
Bounds machines _

Sloping Top Tube
The essential element of Kona frame design  _ Tighter rear

triangle = better acceleration _ Superior main frame modulation _ Stonger head 
tube area _ More standover clearance and maneuverability _ It's why the Kona 

ride is recognized as the most balanced & efficient ride in the business _ 13 
years later, the design we pioneered is now the standard  for almost every 

mountain bike made _

Disc Brake Mount
Discs run vastly higher forces on a 

frame compared to a rim brake _ Kona 
disc tabs are integrated in the forged 

dropout not added on as a useless 
sales feature _ Any Kona with a disc 

tab has a reinforced chainstay - 
standard stays cannot handle the 
increased force of a disc brake _

Reinforced 
Head Tube

Kona sloping top tube 
allows a longer head tube _ 

Distributes fork load over a 
greater area _ Fork, headset 

and frame maintain strength 
and integrity _ Long travel 

suspension forks ramp up that 
load so Kona headtubes have an 

expensive CNC machined reinforced 
area both top and bottom _

Cold-Forged Yokes, Dropouts 
& Rocker Arms

They add strength and durability to combat 
the powerful forces exerted on the rear 

suspension system _Torsional ridigity is 
considerably superior as a result and critical to 

the efficient use of rear suspension _

Metal Specifications
Our frames may be copied but that's not the whole story _ The Kona ride is set apart by the 
design and the careful choice of frame materials and specifications to match the intended use of 
the bike _ It's not enough to buy steel, aluminum or titanium from a catalog _ The process in 
creating a great ride relies on intelligent selection of materials, alloy, the location and type of 
taper and butting _ Followed by intensive machine and road testing by the Kona Clump before we 
start making anything _ See the 2001 Kona Technical Information booklet if you want to know 
everything _ www.konaworld.com/2001techarea.html.

K-Nine is Kona’s group of technical 
clothing, protective wear, packs & bags _ 

We believe that bike clothing & gear 
should be considered as functional 

equipment, not fashion accessories. Our 
mission is to  design, develop, test and 
make K-Nine Hardwear in same way that 

we make our bikes 
www.konaworld.com/knine.html

A clump is an agglutinated mass of red blood cellsA clump is an agglutinated mass of red blood cellsA clump is an agglutinated mass of red blood cells




